[For Immediate Release]

Kingsoft launches close beta testing for The First Myth II
(March 6, 2008 – Hong Kong) Kingsoft Corporation Limited (“Kingsoft” or the
“Company”; SEHK stock code: 3888), one of China’s leading entertainment and
applications software developers, distributors and service providers, announced that
the Company has launched close beta testing for the highly anticipated massively
multi-player online role-playing game (“MMORPG”) The First Myth II today. The open
beta testing is expected commencing by the end of April 2008.
The First Myth II is the second installment of the original First Myth series. It is one of
the company’s self-developed MMORPGs The First Myth II allows users to build and
participate in continuously evolving kingdoms and allows for competition among
kingdoms across server groups. This game will also incorporate advanced features
such as magical weapons and armor. The game built on the success of The First Myth
I, which recorded daily average peak concurrent users of 91,822 and monthly average
paid users of 415,403 in the first quarter of 2005, when the game was officially
launched.
Speaking of the close beta testing of The First Myth II, Mr. Zou Tao, senior vice
president of game development of Kingsoft, expressed his excitement and
expectation on the second installment of the game: “The First Myth series is one of
the most popular games in our portfolio. The first installment created its record
number of peak concurrent users of 180,000 in February 2005. We believe The First
Myth II, with a host of new features, will continue the successful story of the First Myth
series and stir excitement among game players and the online game industry in
China.”
Other popular games of Kingsoft are the self-developed JX Online series and licensed
games Xian Lu Qi Yuan II and Shui Hu Q Zhuan. The diverse portfolio of Kingsoft’s
entertainment software continuously contributes a significant portion to the
Company’s revenue. For the three months ended September 30, 2007, the daily
average peak concurrent users for all of Kingsoft’s five MMORPGs reached 529,794
and the monthly average paying users amounted to 1,035,371.
Kingsoft has launched a new self-developed MMORPG CQ in the third quarter of
2007 and is currently developing five new MMORPGs in-house, which are expected
to be launched at regular intervals in 2008 and 2009. With its strong R&D capability
and facilities in Beijing, Zhuhai, Chengdu and Dalian, the company seeks to shorten
the game development cycle to capture the market growth and to continuously
enhance game technology to strengthen its foothold in the game industry of China.
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About Kingsoft
Since having commercially launched the first office applications software, WPS 1.0 in
1989, Kingsoft Corporation Limited has now become one of the leading entertainment
and applications software developers, distributors and service providers in China,
based on market share. The Company leverages its comprehensive software
development platform to offer a wide range of innovative entertainment and
applications software.
Kingsoft has several well-known products such as WPS Office, Kingsoft PowerWord,
Kingsoft Internet Security, and online games such as the JX Series and The First Myth.
In addition, the Company sells various products such as Kingsoft Internet Security
and Kingsoft PowerWord to retail consumers, corporate organizations and
government agencies in China using online and offline distribution channels.
With its headquarters in Beijing, Kingsoft has multiple research and development
centers based in Zhuhai, Beijing, Chengdu and Dalian. The Company’s vision is to
create world-class software products that run on every computer and our strategy is to
enhance our position as one of the leading entertainment and application software
developers, operators and distributors in China and to expand its presence in certain
oversea markets.
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